FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NEW TRIGGER POINT/MYOFASCIAL RELEASE DEVICE
GreMedix LLC Introduces the Endossage TP
WELLINGTON, FLORIDA, February 27, 2018 - GreMedix LLC, in response to an increasing
demand for a new type of trigger point therapy device, introduces its newest product, the
Endossage TP.
After interviewing numerous therapists and professionals in the field, the makers of the Endossage
Pelvic Pain Therapy System saw a need for a trigger point device that was better ergonomically
designed as well as the need to apply trigger point pressure with a less rigid stimulation medium.
The designers of Endossage also acknowledged that some do not need the full range of
functionality of the complete Endossage Pelvic Pain Therapy System and only required a new,
stand-alone, trigger point product. In response GreMedix is now producing a trigger point device
with features not found on other currently available trigger point products.
Endossage TP is a modular base device that accepts a variety of trigger point attachments. The
base device consists of a simple control handle with single push button to activate vibrationequipped attachments. The handle is attached to a long flexible neck that can be shaped by the
user to apply pressures in a relaxed and comfortable position. This design also accommodates
range of motion or reach challenges. The other end of the flexible neck receives the easy to
change Endossage TP flexible trigger point attachments.
Endossage TP attachments are constructed of a proprietary, multilayered, soft prosthetic silicone
with a semi rigid flexible core designed to maintain the adjustable shape desired by the user. The
end of each attachment has a silicone encapsulated rigid tip for application of trigger point
pressure. This composition is designed to have a more “biologic” feel rather than other options
currently being used. Each attachment can be fitted with a low-G vibration as an added option.

Endossage TP
About GreMedix
Our goal is to design medical devices that reach beyond the current technology. Listening to
clinicians and patients, our focus is to provide products that make treatments and therapies tailored
to specific needs with an ease and comfort for all involved.
For more detailed information, visit www.endossage.com
Contact: Darren Greco – 888-748-7077

